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Motion to approve trustee policy

Background
The trustee (svenska: ämbetsperson) system has existed for ten years this year. It has evolved a lot
since then and there are more trustees then ever with an increasing responsibility. There has
existed a trustee-policy which has been hidden away in a separate folder in the no longer used
system Dropbox. Therefore, it has not been followed, and after reading through it I realized that it
needed to be updated to better describe the trustee system of today. Much of the old policy can
be seen in the new policy, however, it has been revised to include a few more details with regards
to the task of the trustees and the way in which they are elected.
As no common rules have been followed in the previous years with regards to the trustees (due
to the policy being hidden away), this policy will provide a more clearly structured system in which
the trustees can operate. It furthermore makes it possible to revise the policy again if it is decided
by the end of the coming operational year that either too much, or too little, is detailed in the
policy.
Purpose
The purpose of this motion is to both bring the trustee policy into light and change it to be better
adapted to how the association looks today. By more clearly describing what the trustee positions
are about and how they are elected, improvements to the trustee system will be easier to
implement. In total I believe that this policy will allow UF Uppsala to be a more clearly structured
and professional association.
Proposal
Can the board decide to approve the new and updated trustee policy?
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